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Abstract
The two-time Green function method is employed to explore the effect of the biquadratic ex-
change interaction on the phase diagram of a d-dimensional spin-1 transverse XY model with
single-ion anisotropy close to the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point. We work at level
of the Anderson-Callen-decoupling-like framework for both easy-plane and easy-axis single-ion
anisotropy. The structure of the phase diagram is analyzed with analytical estimates and nu-
merical calculations by adopting Tyablikov-like decouplings for the exchange higher order Green
functions in the equation of motion. For dominant bilinear short-range exchange interaction the
structure of the phase diagram close to the quantum critical point remains qualitatively the same of
that in absence of biquadratic interaction including reentrant critical lines. When the biquadratic
exchange becomes increasingly dominant its role appears more effective and tends to reduce or
destroy the reentrant character of the critical lines.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The combined role played by biquadratic exchange (BQE) and single-ion anisotropy (SIA)
in magnetic models has attracted great interest for several decades with a renewed atten-
tion in the recent years. Several analytical and numerical studies have been achieved for
spin-S ≥ 1 magnetic systems with Heisenberg and XXZ symmetry by using different approx-
imation schemes (see, for instance, [1–3]), including the powerfull two-time Green Function
(GF) method [4],[5]. This method has had a great impact in condensed matter physics
and specially in quantum theory of magnetism from its diffusion in the scientific literature
after the famous review article by Zubarev [6] almost sixty years ago. In particular, it
has received recently a great attention for understanding the thermodynamic properties of
advanced magnetic materials with general non-collinear magnetic structures as the helimag-
netic thin films [7–9]. From these investigations, a very rich structure of the phase diagram
emerges providing a remarkable tool for understanding the complex magnetic properties
of several innovative materials [10–15], also involving quantum phase transitions (QPTs)
[16–18]. The effect of the BQE interactions on the finite temperature phase transitions in
systems with XY symmetry, also in presence of a SIA, has received less attention. A quan-
tum spin-1 anisotropic XY model (really an XZ model in a non-conventional geometry) with
BQE and an in-plane magnetic field has been investigated in Ref.[19]. Here, the two-time
GF technique, limited to the random phase approximation (RPA) [4],[5] for higher order ex-
change GFs and with undecoupled GFs for single site spin operators, is employed to obtain
the critical temperature as a function of the BQE and the SIA parameters. Besides, Monte
Carlo simulations have provided a lot of results for the classical XY model by variation of
the bilinear to biquadratic exchange interaction ratio [20–23]. However, to our knowledge,
studies about the role played by competition of BQE and SIA on the phase diagram of
magnetic systems which exhibit a quantum critical point (QCP) are lacking at the present
time. In this context, the simple XY model in a transverse magnetic field [24] is of particular
interest as a paradigmatic spin model capturing the essential physics of the so-called planar
magnets and may be a good laboratory of investigation. It has received much attention for
several decades from both theoretical and experimental points of view and, at the present
time, its basic static and dynamic quantum critical properties are well established [16], [24].
Recent studies have focused on quantum criticality of the model with SIA but in absence of
2
BQE and several interesting findings have been established by employing different methods
depending on the range of values of the anisotropy parameter [25]-[29].
The present paper is devoted to explore, by using the two-time GF method, the effect of
the BQE on the phase diagram of a d-dimensional spin-1 transverse XY (TXY) ferromagnetic
model with both easy-axis and easy-plane SIA, working at level of the Anderson-Callen de-
coupling (ACD)[30] scheme. We adopt Tyablikov-like decouplings (or RPA) for the exchange
higher order Green functions in the equation of motion (EM). For short-range exchange in-
teractions, the structure of the phase diagram is then analyzed for dimensionalities d > 2
by means of analytical estimates and numerical calculations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the spin model of interest and
present the EM for the appropriate two-time GF. Sec. III is devoted to the ACD treatment
focusing on the role played by the BQE on the phase diagram around the magnetic-field-
induced QCP by variation of the exchange and the SIA parameters. Analytical estimates
for the critical lines ending in the QCP are obtained for short-range interactions. Numerical
findings are presented in Sec.IV. Finally, in Sec.V conluding remarks are drawn.
II. SPIN MODEL AND TWO-TIME GREEN FUNCTION FRAMEWORK
The spin model we consider here is described by the Hamiltonian
H = −1
2
N∑
i,j=1
{
Jij(S
x
i S
x
j + S
y
i S
y
j ) + Iij(S
x
i S
x
j + S
y
i S
y
j )
2
}
− D
N∑
i=1
(Szi )
2 −H
N∑
i=1
Szi . (2.1)
where Sαi (α = x, y, z) are the components of the spin-1 vector ~Si located at site i of a d-
dimensional hypercubic lattice with N sites and unit lattice spacing. Here Jij and Iij (with
Jii = Iii = 0) are the ferromagnetic bilinear and biquadratic exchange couplings, D denotes
the easy-axis (D > 0) or easy-plane (D < 0) SIA parameter and H is the applied magnetic
field along the z-direction in the spin-space. Through this paper we focus on the short-range
interactions but the case of long-range ones can be similarly analyzed.
We introduce the retarded two-time GF
Gij(t− t′) = −iθ(t− t′)〈[S+i (t− t′), S−j ]〉
≡ 〈〈S+i ;S−j 〉〉, (2.2)
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where θ(x) is the step function, [, ] denotes a commutator, A(t) is the Heisenberg representa-
tion of the operartor A, 〈· · · 〉 stands for an equilibrium average at temperature T and S±i =
Sxi ± iSyi . The EM for the time Fourier transform Gij(ω) =
∫∞
−∞ dt e
−iωtGij(t) ≡ 〈〈S+i |S−j 〉〉ω,
after some spin-commutator algebra, reads
(ω −H)Gij(ω) = 2mδij −
∑
h
{
Jih〈〈Szi S+h ;S−j 〉〉ω +
1
2
Iih
[〈〈(S+h )2A−i ;S−j 〉〉ω + 2〈〈A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω
−〈〈(Szh)2A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω + 〈〈Szi S+i ;S−j 〉〉ω
]}
+D〈〈A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω. (2.3)
Here m =< Szi > is the longitudinal magnetization per spin and
A±i = S
z
i S
±
i + S
±
i S
z
i . (2.4)
As we see the EM for Gij(ω) is not in a closed form since higher-order GFs occur. Then
one is forced to adopt proper decouplings in order to close the infinite chain of EMs which
determine Gij(ω). Here we use Tyablikov-like decouplings [4],[5], for the three- and five-
spin exchange GFs, which neglect completely the correlations between the longitudinal and
trasversal spin components at different lattice sites. For the remaining SIA-like terms we
employ the usual ACD [30].
III. THE ANDERSON- CALLEN DECOUPLING FRAMEWORK
As mentioned in the previous section, we begin to decouple the higher order GFs in Eq.
(2.3) as follows. For exchange terms we assume the Tyablikov-like decouplings,
〈〈Szi S+h |S−j 〉〉ω ' 〈Szi 〉〈〈S+h |S−j 〉〉ω = mGhj(ω),
〈〈(S+h )2A−i ;S−j 〉〉ω ' 〈(S+h )2〉〈〈A−i ;S−j 〉〉ω = 0,
〈〈(Szh)2A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω ' 〈(Szh)2〉〈〈A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω. (3.1)
The remaining SIA-like GF 〈〈A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω will be treated by using the ACD [30]
〈〈A+i ;S−j 〉〉ω ' 2〈Szi 〉
(
1− 〈S
−
i S
+
i + S
+
i S
−
i 〉
4
)
Gij(ω) = m〈(Sz)2〉Gij(ω), (3.2)
where use has been made of the kinematic identity S−i S
+
i + S
+
i S
−
i = 2(2− (Szi )2).
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Working in the wave-vector-frequency (~k, ω)-space with Gij(ω) =
1
N
∑
k e
i~k·(~ri−~rj)G(~k, ω)
and X(~k) =
∑
~rX(|~r|)ei~k·~r (X = J, I), ~k ranging in the first Brillouin zone (1BZ), EM
(2.3) reduces to an algebraic equation for G(~k, ω) which has the polar solution
G(~k, ω) =
2m
ω − ω(~k) . (3.3)
Here,
ω(~k) = ω0 +m
(
J(0)− J(~k)
)
, (3.4)
defines the ”energy spectrum” of the undamped spin excitations with energy gap
ω0 ≡ ω(0) = H −m
{(
J(0) +
I(0)
2
)
− 〈(Sz)2〉
[
D − I(0)
2
(2− 〈(Sz)2〉)
]}
. (3.5)
Bearing in mind the kinematic identity
(Szi )
2 = 2− Szi − S−i S+i , (3.6)
and the relation
〈S−i S+i 〉 = 2mΦ, (3.7)
arising from ”spectral theorem” [33],[34] for Gij(ω), we get
〈(Szi )2〉 = 2−m(1 + 2Φ), (3.8)
where
Φ =
1
N
∑
~k
1
eω(~k)/T − 1
N→∞→
∫
(1BZ)
ddk
(2pi)d
1
eω(~k)/T − 1 . (3.9)
Hence Eq. (3.5) becomes
ω0 = H −m
{
J(0)−D [2−m(1 + 2Φ)] + I(0)
2
[
2− (1−m(1 + 2Φ))2]} . (3.10)
In the present scheme, we need to determine an expression form in terms of the correlation
functions related to the GF. This can be achieved by using the Callen method [35] based on
the introduction of the parametric GF 〈〈S+i ; eaSzi S−j 〉〉 where a is an auxiliary parameter to
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be set to zero at the end of calculations. For our spin-1 model the proper relation for m is
[26], [27],[36].
m = 1− Φ + 3
(1 + 1
Φ
)3 − 1 (3.11)
with the asymptotic expansions
m '

1− Φ + 3Φ3 + · · · , Φ 1
2
3Φ
(
1− 1
2Φ
+ 1
6Φ2
+ · · · ) , Φ 1. (3.12)
Notice that, m→ 0 when Φ→∞ but mΦ→ 2
3
.
Eqs.(3.9)-(3.11) constitute a set of self-consistent equations for exploring the thermo-
dynamic properties and the phase diagram of the model (2.1) with competing exchange
couplings and single-ion anisotropy.
The quantity of interest for our purposes is the transverse susceptibility defined by
χ⊥ = −G(0, 0) = 2m
ω0
, (3.13)
the thermodynamic stability (χ⊥ > 0) requiring that ω0 ≥ 0. Then, the possible critical
points are determined by assuming ω0 = 0
+ and hence by solving the equation
H −m
{(
J(0) +
I(0)
2
)
− [2−m(1 + 2Φc)]
[
D − I(0)
2
m(1 + 2Φc)
]}
= 0, (3.14)
with (see Eqs (3.5) and (3.9))
Φc = Φ |ω0=0 N→∞=
∫
(1BZ)
ddk
(2pi)d
1
exp[ 1
T
m(J(0)− J(~k))]− 1 . (3.15)
It is immediate to see that, at T = 0, one has Φc = 0 implying the solution m = 1
(full polarized ground state) and hence the existence of a magnetic-field-induced QCP with
coordinates (Hc = J(0)+I(0)−D, T = 0) for any dimensionality. Of course, this happens
only if D < J(0) + I(0). Notice that for D = J(0) + I(0) the quantum critical field Hc
vanishes and the QCP is suppressed. Previous result for Hc suggests that the inclusion of
the BQE coupling in the Hamiltonian (2.1) produces an increase of Hc (for the conventional
TXY model with SIA Hc = J(0)−D). For case of short-range interactions and d-dimensional
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hypercubic lattices, the exchange interactions behave as X(~k) ' X(0) − Xk2 (X = J, I)
as k → 0 where X(0) = zX and z is the coordination number with z = 6, 8, 12 for three-
dimensional sc, bbc and fcc lattice, respectively. So, a finite-temperature critical line takes
place only for dimensionalities that assure the convergency of the integral (3.15), i.e. olnly
for d > 2, consistently with the Mermin-Wagner theorem [38] . To explore the structure
of the phase diagram close to the QCP when the BQ coupling is active, we need numerical
calculations. However, preliminary information can be extracted from Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12) in
the regimes Φc  1 and Φc  1 where the critical line equation (3.14) is found to have the
asymptotic expressions
H '

Hc − [J(0)− I(0)− 2D]Φc − ( I(0)2 + 3D)Φ2c +O(Φ3c), Φ 1
2
3Φc
[
(J(0) + 17
18
I(0))− 2
3
D
] (
1− 1
2Φc
)
+O( 1
Φ3c
). Φ 1.
(3.16)
Analytical estimates can be obtained providing explicit expressions of Φc as a function of
temperature in the previous asymptotical regimes. This can be achieved for d > 2 assuming
the low-wave-vector approximation J(0) − J(~k) ' Jk2 in the integral (3.15). Taking into
account the expression (3.12) for m we obtain from Eq. (3.15) the low-temperature behavior
Φc(T ) ≈ Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
(
T
J
)d/2
+
d
2
[
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
]2(
T
J
)d
+O
((
T
J
)3d/2)
, (3.17)
where Kd = 2
1−dpi−d/2/Γ(d/2) and Γ(x) and ζ(x) are the Euler gamma and the Riemann zeta
functions. Then, Eq. (3.16) provides the required critical line equation in the (H,T )-plane
critical line close to the QCP
H ' Hc − Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2) [J(0) + I(0)− 2D]
(
T
J
)d/2
− 1
2
[
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
]2
×
×{d [J(0) + I(0)− 2D] + (I(0) + 6D)}
(
T
J
)d
+O
((
T
J
)3d/2)
. (3.18)
Solving this equation with respect to H or T one obtains the representations Hc(T ) or
Tc(H). By inspection of Eq. (3.18) the following scenario for d > 2 emerges. In the low-
temperature regime T/J  1 a conventional phase diagram in the (H,T )-plane takes place
for D < (J(0) + I(0))/2, quite similar to that of TXY model in absence of BQ interaction
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[26–29], [36],[40], [41]. For (J(0) + I(0))/2 < D < J(0) + I(0), one has J(0) + I(0)− 2D < 0
in Eq. (3.18) suggesting the existence of critical lines with reentrant behavior close to the
QCP. This means that, in our approximation, reentrant phenomena in the phase diagrams
occur only within a limited range of the easy-axis SIA parameter. Besides, in the easy-axis
window 0 < D < (J(0) + I(0))/2 and in the easy-plane regime D < 0 no reentrant critical
lines exist. As shown in Sec. IV, numerical calculations confirm this estimated scenario. In
both cases, the shift exponent (defined by Hc(T ) ≈ Hc(0)− aTψ as T → 0) is ψ = d/2.
When D = (J(0) + I(0))/2 the term in T d/2 vanishes and the critical line equation reads
Hc(T ) ' Hc − 1
2
[
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
]2
[3J(0) + 4I(0)]
(
T
J
)d
+O
((
T
J
)3d/2)
. (3.19)
This equation describes a regular (non-reentrant) critical line, with shift exponent ψ = 2ψ =
d, signaling the crossover between regular critical lines and reentrant ones by increasing the
SIA parameter D. Eqs. (3.12) and (3.17) predict that, in any case, the magnetization per
spin along the critical line increases towards the full saturation value m = 1 as T → 0 with
behavior
mc(T ) ' 1− Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
(
T
J
)d/2
− d
2
[
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
]2(
T
J
)d
+O
((
T
J
)3d/2)
.
(3.20)
Notice that, at our level of approximation, along the critical lines the magnetization per
spin as function of T/J does not depend on I and D.
A convenient procedure to determine Tc(H) is to write Eq. (3.18) in the form
Ad
(
T
J
)d
+Bd
(
T
J
)d/2
+
H −Hc
Hc
= 0, (3.21)
where
Ad =
1
2
[
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
]2
d[(J(0) + I(0)− 2D] + (I(0) + 6D)
Hc
, (3.22)
Bd =
Kd
2
Γ(d/2)ζ(d/2)
(J(0) + I(0)− 2D)
Hc
. (3.23)
This is a quadratic algebraic equation in the variable (T/J)d providing, for d > 2,
i) if D < J(0)+I(0)
2
(Bd > 0) one has the single physical solution
8
Tc(H)
J
=
(
Bd
2Ad
)2/d{√
1 +
4Ad
B2d
(
Hc −H
Hc
)
− 1
}2/d
, (3.24)
which, for H sufficiently close to Hc, reduces to
Tc(H)
J
' B−2/dd
(
Hc −H
Hc
)2/d{
1− 2
d
Ad
B2d
(
Hc −H
Hc
)
+O
(
(
Hc −H
Hc
)
)2}
; (3.25)
ii) if 1
2
[J(0) + I(0)] < D < J(0) + I(0) (Bd < 0) the two physical solutions take place
T±c (H)
J
=
( | Bd |
2Ad
)2/d{
1±
√
1− 4Ad
B2d
(
H −Hc
Hc
)}2/d
, (3.26)
for Hc ≤ H ≤ H∗, where H∗ =
(
1 +
B2d
4Ad
)
Hc denotes the value of H at which T
+
c (H
∗) ≡
T−c (H
∗) = T ∗ =
(
|Bd|
2Ad
)2/d
J , defining the double critical point (H∗, T ∗). For H sufficiently
close to Hc the solutions (3.26) reduce to
T+c (H)
J
=
( | Bd |
Ad
)2/d{
1− 2
d
Ad
B2d
(
H −Hc
Hc
)
+O
(
(
Hc −H
Hc
)
)2}
, (3.27)
and
T−c (H)
J
=| Bd |−2/d
(
H −Hc
Hc
)2/d{
1 +
2
d
Ad
B2d
(
H −Hc
Hc
)
+O
(
(
Hc −H
Hc
)
)2}
. (3.28)
Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) show that also at H = Hc we have two physical solutions: T
−
c (Hc) = 0
defining the QCP, and T+c (Hc) = (| Bd | /Ad)2/dJ which locates an additional point on the
critical line. So, previous results suggest that at each H in the interval Hc ≤ H ≤ H∗
two critical points occur, with temperatures T−c (H) which increases from zero to T
∗ for H
increasing from Hc to H
∗, and T+c (H) which decreases from T
+
c (Hc) to T
∗ with H increasing
from Hc to H
∗. For H > H∗ no critical point exists. Besides, for each H < Hc a single
critical point occurs with temperature Tc(H) ≡ T+c (H) given by
Tc(H)
J
= (| Bd | /2Ad)2/d
[
1 + (1 +
4Ad
B2d
(Hc −H)1/2)2/d
]
(3.29)
which decreases to T+c (Hc) as H → H−c ;
iii) for D = (J(0) + I(0))/2 (Bd = 0) a critical point is selected with temperature
Tc(H)
J
= A
−1/d
d
[
(Hc −H)
Hc
]1/d
. (3.30)
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All these features are a clear evidence of the existence of reentrant critical lines for
z
2
(1 + I/J) < D/J < z(1 + I/J). In this range it may be useful to define the dimensionless
quantity δ = (H∗−Hc)/J which measures the maximum amplitude of reentrances, for each
fixed I/J and D/J . Estimates for δ follow immediately from the definitions of H∗ and Hc
using Eqs. (3.22), (3.23). For cubic lattices one finds
δ =
z
6
[(1 + I/J)− 2
z
D
J
]2
1 + 4
3
I
J
, (3.31)
with 0 ≤ δ ≤ z
6
(1+I/J)2
1+ 4
3
I
J
. Notice that δ = 0 takes place, as aspected, at the border line value
D/J = z
2
(1 + I/J) of the SIA parameter which separates the non-reentant and reentrant
behaviors. Remarkably, the estimate (3.31) for δ reproduces almost exactly the numerical
findings of a sc lattice reported in Fig. 5 (panel (b)).
We now determine the asymptotic equation of the critical line in the regime Φc  1. By
using the known expansion of the Bose function into Eq. (3.15) we get the solution
Φc ' Fd(−1) T
J(0)
1
m
+
1
12
Fd(+1)
J(0)
T
m− 1
2
. (3.32)
Here Fd(±1) are a particular case of the ”lattice sums” Fd(n) = 1N
∑
~k(1 − γ~k)n where
γ~k = J(
~k)/J(0) is the ”structure factor”. Inserting (3.32) in Eq.(3.12) we get the equation
2
3
(
J(0)
T
)
1
Fd(−1)
{
1− 1
12
[1 + Fd(−1)Fd(+1)]
}(
J(0)
T
m
Fd(−1)
)2
= 1, (3.33)
which relates m and T along the critical line as H → 0.
On the other hand, from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.16) we find the relation m ' H
H0
+ O( 1
Φ3
)
where H0 = J(0) +
17
18
I(0)− 2
3
D. Then, to order of interest for H → 0 we have the required
critical line equation
Tc(H) ' T0c
{
1− 3
16
[1 + Fd(−1)Fd(+1)]
(
H
H0
)2}
, (3.34)
where
T0c ≡ Tc(H = 0) = 2
3
J(0)F−1d (−1). (3.35)
Notice that, in our approximations, the parameters I(0) and D enter the problem only
throught the parameter H0.
Solving with respect to H for the critical line as T → T−0c one find the representation
Hc(T )
H0
' 4√
3
[1 + Fd(−1)Fd(+1)]−1/2
(
T0c − T
T0c
)1/2
. (3.36)
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FIG. 1: Critical lines in the (H/J, T/J)-plane with fixed I/J by variation of D/J for easy-axis
(panels (a)-(c)) and easy-plane (panels (d)-(f)) SIA. Their behavior in the most interesting easy-
axis regime indicates that the increasing I/J reduces or destroys the reentrant structure of the
critical lines. In the easy-plane case (panels (d)-(f)), for corresponding competing parameters no
reentrances are present.
From Eqs.(3.34)-(3.36), it is evident that all the critical lines in the (H,T )-plane terminate
in the same critical point (Hc = 0, T0c). Finally, Eq. (3.36) allows us to obtain the behavior
of magnetization along the critical line as mc(T ) ' Hc(T )H0 suggesting that mc(T ) → 0 for
T → T−0c.
It is worth emphasizing that the presence of BQE coupling does not modify significantly
the physics close to the QCP already known for the standard TXY model with SIA.
IV. NUMERICAL FINDINGS AND PHASE DIAGRAMS
The analytical estimates obtained in the Sec. III within the ACD suggest an interesting
but qualitative scenario about the effect of the BQE coupling on the phase diagram of
the anisotropic quantum spin model (2.1). Since the problem to solve analytically and
exactly the self-consistent equations (3.9)-(3.11) for magnetization m is prohibitive, we have
solved them numerically obtaining the required critical lines in the (H,T )-plane varying the
competing parameters D/J , and I/J . We have focused, for the numerical data, on a simple
11
FIG. 2: Critical lines in the (H/J, T/J)-plane for fixed D/J(= 0, 4, 6, 8) for several values of the
BQE adimensional coupling I/J . In absence of SIA (panel (a)) the critical lines show a conventional
behavior. In the panel (b) a reentrant behavior occurs in absence of BQE (red curve). The plots
show that increasing I/J reduces or destroys the reentrant behavior and a stronger easy axis SIA
is required to observe it when the BQE becomes dominant (see panels (c) and (d)).
cubic lattice (d = 3, z = 6) but similar results can be derived for other cubic lattices.
Some phase diagrams for cases of easy-axis (D > 0) and easy-plane (D < 0) single-ion
anisotropies (SIAs) are presented in Fig.1 for fixed ratio I/J by variation of the reduced SIA
parameter D/J . In the panels (a), (b) and (c), we have plotted three typical groups of critical
lines for increasing values of the BQE and different values of the reduced SIA parameter
D/J . From these plots it is evident that, in a certain range of easy-axis SIA parameter
(estimated to be 3(1 + I/J) < D/J < 6(1 + I/J)), reentrant critical lines occur. Beyond
this range including the easy-plane case (panels (d)-(f)), and consistently with previous
analytical estimates, only regular critical lines take place. Moving from the planel (a) to
panel (c) it is also evident that, increasing the biquadratic to bilinear exchange ratio I/J , a
crossover occurs to a regime where the reentrant behavior in the phase diagram is reduced
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FIG. 3: Plots of magnetization, mc, and quadrupolar order parameter, qc, along critical lines as
functions of H/J , fixing the SIA parameter to D/J = 6 and choosing different values for the BQE
coupling I/J . In all the figures the value of Hc at the QCP is marked by a dashed line. The double
values of mc and qc, observed when H > Hc, signal the existence of a reentrance (panels (a) and
(b)). In the panel (c) the choice I/J = 1, for D/J = 6, selects the critical line with vertical tangent
in Hc. A regular behavior is obtained for higher values of I/J (see panel (d) where I/J = 2).
or destroyed and one needs to consider higher values of the reduced easy-axis SIA parameter
D/J for observing reentrancies.
In the next figures we will focus on the most interesting easy-axis regime. In Fig.2,
panels (a) − (d), we present similar plots but with fixed D/J(= 0, 4, 6, 8) and by variation
of I/J . Consistently with the results in Fig.1, the reentrance of the critical lines reduces or
disappears when biquadratic to bilinear ratio I/J increases. Observe that in panels (c) and
(d) it is lacking the critical line for I/J = 0. Infact for D/J ≥ 6 we are in the regime in
which there is no critical line in absence of BQE.
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FIG. 4: Panel (a) shows the behavior of mc and qc as functions of T/J ; note that they do not
depend on I/J and D/J . In contrast, the behavior of mc as a function of H/J (panels (b)-(d))
does depend on I/J and D/J and signals that the reentrance becomes, for fixed I/J , more and
more marked increasing D/J . Similar resuls are valid also for qc.
It is worth emphasizing that the effect of BQE on the conventional magnetic-field-induced
quantum criticality in planar ferromagnets, when the crystal-field anisotrpy is absent, has
not been explicitly explored up to now in literature.
Fig.3, panels (a)-(d), shows plots of magnetization m and of the so-called quadrupolar
order parameter q = 3〈(Sz)2〉−2 as functions of H/J valued along the corresponding critical
lines. In this set of curves we have fixed D/J = 6 and studied the effect of the variation of
I/J . In the panels (a) and (b), the double values of mc and qc for fixed H above the critical
field Hc provide an alternative clear signal for the existence of reentrances in the phase
diagram. The crossover to a regular critical line is observable for the particular couple of
values D/J = 6, I/J = 1 in the panel (c) but growing I/J , a non-reentrant critical behavior
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FIG. 5: Plots of T ∗/J and of the maximum amplitude of reentrances δ as function of D/J for
three values of I/J (panels (a) and (b)); in panels (c) and (d ) the same quantities are plotted
as functions of I/J for several values of D/J . The curves are obtained when reentrant behavior
occurs, hence for 3(1 + I/J) < D/J < 6(1 + I/J) (panels (a) and (b)) or, equivalently, for
D/6J − 1 < I/J < D/3J − 1 (panels (c) and (d)). The lines in the panels (a) and (c) correspond
to the critical points with coordinates (H∗, T ∗ at which the critical lines have a vertical tangent.
is displayed (see panel (d)). This feature may be an useful tool for selecting reentrant critical
lines in possible experimental investigations.
Additional information about mc and qc are shown in Fig. 4. In the panel (a) they are
plotted as functions of T/J and the panels (b)-(d) present the behaviors of mc as function of
H/J varying D/J and I/J . Similar findings are true for qc but we omit them for for avoiding
unuseful confusion. We see that in the case (a) no dependence on the parameters D/J and
I/J occurs, consistently with the analytical estimate (3.20). In contrast the behavior as
functions of H/J appears sensibly dependent on both D/J and I/J with a clear evidence
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of reentrances and of their reduction increasing I/J .
Finally, in Fig. 5 we plot the quantities T ∗/J and δ = (H∗ −Hc)/J as functions of D/J
(panels (a) and (b)) and of I/J (panels (c) and (d)) in the reentrance region. HereH∗ denotes
the vertical tangent to the critical lines in the (H,T )-plane and T ∗ is the corresponding
temperature. In particular the figures in panels (a) and (b) provide a clear quantitative
representation for the reduction or distruction of reentrances increasing the BQE coupling.
It is worth emphasizing that the estimates obtained analytically in Sec. III appear qual-
itatively, and sometimes quantitatively, consistent with the present numerical findings.
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V. CONLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have investigated the effect of the BQE interaction on the phase diagram
of a d-dimensional spin-1 ferromagnetic XY model with a SIA in the presence of a transverse
magnetic field. We have employed the two-time GF method by using the ACD treatment
for the crystal-field anisotropy-like terms in the EM for the GF of interest. The exchange
higher order GFs have been decoupled at the RPA level. A unified and rich picture has
been derived for short-range interactions with dimensionalities d > 2 by using analytical
estimates and numerical calculations for easy-plane and easy-axis SIA. The numerical data,
collected in Figs.1 - 5, refer to a sc lattice (z = 3) but similar findings easily follow for bcc
(z = 8) and fcc (z = 12) lattices.
The main results arising from the previous scheme indicate that, in presence of SIA: (i)
for small BQE parameter the scenario appears quite similar to that already known when
only the conventional bilinear exchange interaction is active [27], [40],[41]; (ii) increasing the
BQE parameter tends to destroy the reentrant structure of the critical lines which occurs
when the bilinear coupling is dominant.
From our findings, the physical origin of the reentrances in the phase diagram of the
spin model (2.1) remains an open question. Some insights could be extracted from the
illuminanting general arguments presented in Refs. [9], [37] for exactly solved magnetic
models with frustration. Nevertheless, since for our model no exact results are available,
it is not easy to apply such arguments. Anyway the following qualitative considerations
about the onset of reentrances can be made. The phase diagrams in the (H,T )-plane for
fixed D/J and increasing the exchage ratio I/J , or viceversa, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Reentrant phase transitions appear for appropriate values of the easy-axis SIA parameter
and the exchange ratio I/J . When the temperature is lowered along a vertical line, one
observes first a disorder to order transitions and then, further lowering the temperature, an
order to disorder transition. Besides, increasing H around the quantum critical magnetic
field Hc(D), one crossovers from a situation where a single phase transition occurs to one
where two phase transitions are present for each fixed H up to a limit value H∗ where
the vertical line is tangent to the critical line. Both these features are characteristic of
reentrant phenomena. Quantum effects and crystal-field anisotropy compete in the ordering
process, but the two effects do not affect in the same way the phase diagram. Indeed,
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lowering the temperature from the disordered phase, quantum fluctuations dominate and
a conventional quantum spin transition occurs. Further lowering the temperature, the SIA
contributes mainly and the reentrance to the disordered phase emerges. In any case the
easy-axis nature of the SIA is the responsible of the reentrances for values of D in the
interval (J(0) + I(0))/2 < D < (J(0) + I(0)). Increasing D reduces the quantum critical
magnetic field Hc(D), the critical lines blend and the reentrances become more and more
pronounced together with the reduction of the in-plane ordered phase. Beyond this range,
i.e. for 0 ≤ D ≤ (J(0) + I(0))/2) and in the case of easy-plane SIA (D < 0) where Hc(D)
enlarges when |D|/J increases, no reentrances are present in the phase diagrams. Of course,
previous arguments are not exhaustive and further investigations are needed to clarify the
mechanism of the reentrant transitions close to the QCPs of the transverse anisotropic XY
model with BQE and SIA.
In view of recent literature [27], [40], [41] and references therein, we speculate that our
ACD analysis provides a reasonable physical scenario which may give useful insights on
the structure of the phase diagram near magnetic-field-induced quantum criticality. Quan-
titative improvements could be obtained by employing Callen-like decouplings [35] in the
exchange terms [42–44], allowing estimates of the correlation effect between the transverse
components of spins on different sites. However, this procedure complicates the mathe-
matical calculations without a substantial change of the qualitative physics arising from
the simplest and controllable RPA. One can try to avoid the ACD by treating exactly the
SIA-like terms in the EMs according to the original idea by Devlin [45] but the basic equa-
tions become too complicate also for numerical calculations. However, in absence of BQE
couplings, it has been recently shown [26] that the simplest ACD approach turns out to
be rather efficient in investigating the criticality close to the magnetic-field-induced QCP
in planar ferromagnets. In particular, it allowed to distinguish and study in detail two
types of criticality close to a QCP: conventional quantum criticality, when a regular critical
line takes place and a non conventional quantum criticality, when a reentrant critical line
is present. On this ground, we believe that the same situation occurs also for the model
(2.1) which includes the BQE. So one can describe its conventional and non-conventional
quantum criticalities by means of the method developed in Ref. [26].
Remarkably, in the present paper we have shown that, by variation of D, I, and J a
well defined range of SIA parameter exists where the reentrant critical lines occur and that
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increasing the BQE parameter tends to reduce or destroy their reentrant structure. This
suggests that a BQE-induced crossover from a non conventional quantum criticality to a
conventional one occurs increasing the BQE.
At our knowledge there is no clear experimental evidence of spin-1 three-dimensional com-
pounds with competing effects of thermal and quantum fluctuations, single-ion anisotropy
and biquadratic interactions, for which the Hamiltonian (2.1) may be applied for searching
reentrances in their phase diagrams. A class of advanced magnetic materials, which seem
to present these competing ingredients, and for which the quantum anisotropic XY model
(2.1) could be applied, are the three-component systems with weak interplane interactions
as K2CuF4, (CH3NH3)2CuCl4, BaCo2(AsO4)2 [46], [47]. Besides, with the inclusion of a
single-site orthorombic anisotropy, the quantum XY model (2.1) is believed to be appropri-
ate for some magnetic materials of the MnCl2 · 4H2O type [48, 50]. Interestingly, there are
also systems with spin S ≥ 1 magnetic ions whose properties can be properly described, at
least in principle, by Hamiltonians with XY symmetry which involve comparable bilinear
and biquadratic exchange interactions. In such cases a wide variety of unusual magnetic
properties have to be still explored. Thus, it is of increasing theoretical and experimental
interest to investigate the low-temperature properties of the spin-1 XY model in a trans-
verse field, including a biquadratic exchange interaction and a single-ion anisotropy, which
exhibits also a field-induced QPT.
In conclusion, since to our knowledge no explicit studies have been achieved in the past for
exploring the effect of BQE interactions around a magnetic-field-induced QCPs in presence
or in absence of SIA, we believe that the present study may stimulate further theoretical and
experimental investigations about complex magnetic materials with crystal-field anisotropy
which exhibit quantum phase transitions and reentrant phase diagrams close to the QCP.
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